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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 
This guide is meant to help you connect with your authen5c self using the tarot cards.  

The cards bring light to the parts of our subconscious mind and the parts of ourselves that we don’t 
want to recognize.  

Reading the tarot cards using an intui5ve method instead of going right to the books can help enhance 
the connec5on that you have to your authen5c self.  

Listening to your intui5on is like listening to the parts of you that you stuff down. Being able to tap into 
this during a tarot reading can help you to build a connec5on with yourself that over5me can flourish. 

This guide will give you keywords for the tarot cards including reversals to give you a spark to get you 
started in thinking about what the cards mean to you. For the minor arcana, I give you the keywords for 
the suits and the numbers. It is up to you to put them together to find the descrip5on that means 
something to you. 

Also included are a few of my favorite spreads for daily use and for connec5ng with my authen5c self. 
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HOW TO READ TAROT  INTUITIVELY  
This is a simple, yet tricky ques5on…  

You need to tap into your intui5on and know what it feels like to listen to it. Your intui5on can be from 
yourself, your guides, or the Universe. We all have it and over the course of our life, we have stuffed it 
down and followed the rules that we were taught.  

Well, this is now the 5me to recreate that connec5on and get back to listening.  

Step 1: Relax and Connect To Your Highest Self 
Before you touch your cards, sit comfortably and just relax. Take a few deep breaths and clear your 
mind. Imagine that the top of your head is opening and light and knowledge is pouring into you. Keep 
this image in your mind to keep your connec5on open throughout the reading. 

Step 2: Focus on Your Question 
Holding the cards in your hands, deck in your leS hand (receiving) and covering it with your right hand, 
focus on your ques5on. Imagine the light pouring into you, down your arms and into the cards.  

Step 3: Shuffle and Cut.. or Don’t 
Some people like to shuffle the cards, other people like to just do a random pull. Do what works for 
you. For those of you who like to shuffle, do so un5l you hear an internal ‘stop’. Then either cut the 
deck or don’t, depending on what your guided to do. Some5mes it feels like a dis5nct voice in my head 
giving me direc5ons to the cards that will have the most meaning to me. 

If you decide to not shuffle, let your hand choose freely. Don’t force a choice or a loca5on.  

If cards fall out while you’re choosing or shuffling, place those as your first cards. They were jumping 
out and really needed to get your aZen5on. 

Step 4: Your Spread 
Your spread should be meaningful to you. It shouldn’t be overdone, like a Cel5c Cross for a simple 
ques5on about the weather.. but it should fit the ques5on and the focus. Check out the Manifesta5on 
Spreads below if you’re unsure. 
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Step 5: Reading/ Listening 
When I pull the cards, I look for overall paZerns or commonali5es between the cards. For example, if 2 
of the 3 cards are Pentacles, it most likely has some earthy, materialis5c, or monetary meanings. Then I 
look at each card separately.  

Looking at the card, imagine yourself in the card. How do you feel? What are you thinking about?  

Don’t think too hard about this, just let it come to you. If nothing comes to you, that’s ok too. Glance at 
the cheat sheet to get the spark going and try again. 

Over 5me, you remember the connec5ons that you made to each card and the meanings come to you 
quickly.  

Step 6: Give Thanks 
Once you are done with your reading, thank your intui5on or guides or the Universe for assis5ng you 
with the reading. The more that you communicate, the stronger the ability becomes. Everyone is born 
with a strong connec5on, but over 5me the path has become cluZered by expecta5ons and other 
views. Ac5vely using and thinking about the path being clear can help to enhance the connec5on that 
you feel. 
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MAJOR ARCANA 

1. The Fool: New beginnings, adventures, pleasure, passion, thoughtless and rash 

Reversed:  Holding Back, recklessness, risk taking 

2. The Magician: Originality, crea5vity, skill, will-power, self-confidence, dexterity and sleight of 
hand, manifesta5on, inspired ac5on 

Reversed: Manipula5on, poor planning, untapped talents 

3. The High Priestess: Wisdom, knowledge, learning, intui5on, purity, virtue, psychic 
experience, go inward 

Reversed: Secrets, disconnected from intui5on, withdrawal, silence 

4. Empress: Crea5vity, nurturing, abundance, fer5lity, harmony, home, embrace the natural, 
nurturing mother, femininity, beauty, nature 

Reversed: Crea5ve block, dependence on others 

5. Emperor: Order from chaos, authority, leadership, strength, law and order, rooted in his ways, 
constant and trustworthy, conven5onal values, live in the present, authority 

Reversed: Domina5on, excessive control, lack of discipline, inflexibility 

6. Hierophant: Old knowledge, ritual, ceremony, a teacher, inspira5onal genius, can allude to 
organized religion, revealing secrets, spiritual wisdom 

Reversed: Personal beliefs, freedom, challenging the status quo 

7. Lovers: Union, balance, flow, passion, melding of heart and mind, marriage, difficult choices 

Reversed: Self-love, disharmony, imbalance, misalignment of value 

8. Chariot: Victory, focused intent and will, self-confidence, discipline, having power and authority, 
travel, sudden news, control, will power, ac5on, determina5on 

Reversed: Self- discipline, opposi5on, lack of direc5on 
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9. Strength: unbreakable resolve, pa5ence, compassion, tempered force mind over maZer, 
persuasion 

Reversed: inner strength, self-doubt, low energy, raw emo5on 

10. Hermit: Introspec5ve, seeking solitude, giving or receiving guidance, delayed achievement, 
sudden insight solves problems. 

Reversed: Isola5on, loneliness, withdrawal 

11. Wheel of Fortune: Des5ny, turning points, paZerns, sudden change for the beZer, result of 
past efforts, good luck, karma 

Reversed: Bad luck, resistance to change, breaking cycles 

12. Justice: Balance, harmony, assuming responsibility, weighing op5ons, posi5ve outcome in legal 
and educa5onal maZers, vindica5on, jus5ce, truth 

Reversed: Unfairness, lack of accountability, dishonesty 

13. Hanged Man: leong go, surrendering, accep5ng what is, seeing things from a different 
perspec5ve, suspended ac5ons, and inner strength 

Reversed: Delays, resistance, stalling, indecision 

14. Death: Closing the door to the past, transi5on period, end of a period 

Reversed: Resistance to change, personal transforma5on, inner work 

15. Temperance: harmony, balancing of opposites, modera5on of extremes, self-restraint, flexibility, 
choosing balance 

Reversed: imbalance, excess, self- healing, re-alignment 

16. Devil: loss of independence, addic5on, materialis5c, overindulgent, power used badly, a sudden 
event (use surrounding cards), shadow self, restric5on, sexuality 

Reversed: Releasing limi5ng beliefs, exploring dark thought, detachment 

17. Tower: upheaval, sudden change, releasing all emo5on, blow to the ego, seeing through illusions, 
flash of inspira5on, beginning of enlightenment, awakening 

Reversed: Personal transforma5on, fear of change, aver5ng disaster 
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18. Star: Regaining hope, faith in the future, tranquility, harmony, sharing and being generous, 
spirituality 

Reversed: Lack of faith,, despair, self-trust, disconnec5on 

19. Moon: Fears and anxie5es, believing illusions, dreams and visions, disorienta5on, emo5onal crisis, 
intui5on 

Reversed: Release of fear repressed emo5on, inner confusion 

20. Sun: enlightenment, understanding, glory, achievement, radiant joy and energy, invigora5on, 
health, realizing ambi5on, achievement 

Reversed: Inner child, feeling down, over op5mis5c 

21. Judgement: reawakening, hearing a call, rewards past efforts, release, change, renewal, pride in 
achievement 

Reversed: self-doubt, inner cri5c, ignoring the call 

22. World: achieving balance, realizing goals and prospering, aZainment of heart’s desire, lessons 
learned, material wish card, long distance travel across water, dreams coming true 

Reversed: seeking personal closure, short cuts, delays 
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ARCANA 
The types of cards that you pull can also lend meaning to the reading. If you have a majority of a certain 
type, or even just knowing that some situa5ons are temporary or larger life events assists in puong 
together a meaning. 

Major: Life event, big picture, deep energy, long term 

Minor: Situa5on, temporary, daily life  

Court Cards: Can be personality traits 

SUITS/ELEMENTS 

Cups (water): rela5onships, emo5ons, crea5vity, spiritual experience, inner state of being, feminine. 
Energy flow inward to sustain and reflect changing moods. 

Wands (fire): passion, taking ac5on, projects/hobbies, movement, enthusiasm, adventure, risk 
taking, confidence, masculine. Energy flows outward to create passionate involvement. 

Pentacles (earth): Resources, physical things, the body, materialism, earthy things, prac5cality, 
security, prosperity and wealth 

Swords (air): challenges, problems, thoughts, intellect, reason, jus5ce, truth, ethics, mental clarity, 
typically lead to unhappiness or conflict. 
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MINOR ARCANA 

Aces: New beginnings, poten5al, taking a risk, a giS 

 Reversed: poten5al is blocked, should be feeling the start but isn’t 

Twos: Duality, balance, rela5onships, choices 

 Reversed: two sides figh5ng for dominance 

Threes: Crea5vity, birth, growth, expansion  

 Reversed: progress is halted or slowed, nega5ve, pessimis5c, en5tled 

Fours: Stability, Structure, Stagna5on, Not the 5me 

 Reversed: restric5on, hung up on rules, loss of stability 

Fives: Conflict, uncertainty, instability, loss 

 Reversed: fear of change, lack energy and excitement, views that aren’t your own 

Sixes: Communica5on, problem solving, equilibrium 

Reversed: Communica5on is stalled, hiding things 

Sevens: Reflec5on, assessment, evalua5on 

 Reversed: overwhelmed, out of control, let go, something isn’t working 

Eights: Movement, power, progress 

Reversed: being dragged down in a certain area, challenges haven’t been dealt with 

Nines: Compromises, compassion, spirituality, earthly comple5on 

 Reversed: comple5on is on hold or reversed 
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Tens: Comple5on, perfec5on, end of a cycle, conclusion, spiritual comple5on 

Reversed: blocks to reaching your goals, unfinished business, s5ll work to be done, bad luck for 
a 5me 

Pages: Youthful enthusiasm, a message, adventure, possibility, not a very deep personality 

 Reversed: unwelcomed news, issues from childhood, arguments, trouble makers 

Knights: extreme, fast, quest, rescue, not very good at expression, variable, prone to excess, eager 
and sincere, has spirit and energy 

 Reversed: running away, dishonorable combat, taking risks, problems with travel, 
miscommunica5on 

Queens: mature, caring, experienced, know what they want, feminine, embodiment of the suit, 
focused inward, feelings, rela5onships, self-expression 

 Reversed: block to accomplishments, nothing can come to frui5on, needs are not being met 

Kings: Leadership, authority, protector, masculine, strong, asser5ve, direct, result focus and prac5cal 

Reversed: abuse of power, bad judgement, control is blocked or surrendered, selfishness 
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SPREADS 

DAILY SPREADS 

1 CARD 

Pulling one card a day is the best way to really connect with the cards and with your intui5on. When you 
pull only one card, you can really focus in on the meaning.  

If you pull one card in the morning, keep an eye out for how this card manifested itself during the day.  

You can then journal about the manifesta5on of the card at the end of the day.  

Doing this increases your connec5on not just to the card, but to the meaning. It allows you to create the 
connec5ons within yourself to how a card can show up in life. 

3 CARD- MIND, BODY AND SOUL 

Use this spread in the morning to see what events/situa5ons/emo5ons may arise during the day that you 
need to prepare for or pay aZen5on to. 

Or you can use this in the evening to reflect on lessons learned throughout the day that have meaning to 
you or need your aZen5on. 
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CONNECTING TO YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF SPREAD 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Card 1: Your Current Situa5on 

Card 2: What’s blocking you 

Card 3: How to overcome the block 

Card 4: How your life can change when you connect 

Card 5: What you need to do to connect 
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ABOUT OHM TERRA 

Ohm Terra is more than just a website and a YouTube channel.. it’s a lifestyle. Ohm Terra is a place 
where anything magickal goes.  It is a place to learn more about your path and have fun while doing so. 
Ohm is a unit of energy (typically electrical energy) and Terra is the La5n word for earth. So Ohm Terra 
is the energy of the Earth. This is the energy that we all connect to when we prac5ce magick. This is 
also the energy that supports life on this planet we call home. 

Magick shouldn’t be oppressive and overwhelming. It should be something that brings you joy and 
happiness. Something to raise your vibra5on and help you connect more fully with this world and 
others. Stepping into my highest self has helped me manifest things that I didn’t think were possible.  

I want to help you step into your highest self and take charge 

of your own energy. 
What does it mean to take charge of your energy? It means that you own your energy. You don’t need 
anyone else’s approval, praise, or energy to be you. You know who you are and what you want and 
you’re not scared to express it. 

There was a 5me where I felt that I was close to my purpose, but was going about it the wrong way. I 
needed to step out of my comfort zone and show up for myself. Doing this leS me feeling 
EMPOWERED.  

Empowered that I can be who I am on the inside and not be scared of being judged. 

Do you want to feel empowered? Do you want to connect 
with your true authentic self and be open with people? 
Connecting to and being your highest self takes work. If you’re ready to put in the work, click here to 
get started with free resources on the website!
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